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Reading Steiner on the Four Levels:
“The List”
by Mark Riccio
That the human being consists of a physical body, life body, and feeling body etc.,
must be clearly understood. This one can
know from the very beginning and in fact
must know this; this knowledge must, however, become a deed, method, manner, and
way of organizing the empirical facts.1
			

1) physical perspective:
the material of the pencil
						
2) etheric perspective:
the manufacture of the pencil
3) astral perspective:
the design of the pencil

- Rudolf Steiner

4) ego perspective:
the inventor of the pencil

T

he above quote points to a method of
organizing facts by putting them into
four categories. Florin Lowndes, author of the Enlivening of the Chakra of the
Heart, compiled a list to expand new thinking students’ understanding of the four levels and to encourage further research into
the realm of organic thinking. The complete
list can be found at this end of the article.
In the next few sections, I would like to
take you through some thought exercises.
The list of archetypes from Lowndes
gives many examples of how the four
bodies (levels) of the human being can
become a way of “organizing empirical
facts.” The list comes from years of collecting and cognizing the levels and searching for new ways to describe the physical,
etheric, astral, and ego in Steiner’s work.
For example, in an earlier article on the
first of the six subsidiary exercises, control of thinking, we reviewed how Steiner suggested meditating on an object
such as a pencil from four perspectives:

Considering and comparing these four
perspectives allows us to enter into a
more qualitative thought process. Here
is a part of the list starting with Goethe’s
four levels as given by Florin Lowndes2:
Point of view
Physical 		
Etheric		
Astral 		
Ego-Level

Questions
What?
How?		
Why?		
Who?

Goethe
Deed
Force
Meaning
Word

On first glance, one sees the “point of
view” on the left that contains the questions
and bodies, and on the third line we have
Goethe’s appellations for the four levels:
what? deed
how? force
why? meaning
who? word
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entering into The Philosophy of Freedom.
Keep your mind flexible. While studying
these four-leveled lists, one may notice that
certain words appear on two different levels
such as the term “goal”. How could that be?
The simple answer is that no concept inherently belongs to a single level, and it always
depends on the context. Some categories
are quite challenging such as Hegel’s, where
it takes time to be comfortable with: “Existence” on the physical level, to “Reality”
on the etheric, to “Idea” on the astral, and
end with “Being/Nothing” on the ego level.
The reader may want to start where the categories are more related to our prior anthroposophical knowledge such as Category 1 on
the list: Form (physical level); Life (etheric);

Typically, we designate the physical level as having the attribute of form and content, and the etheric level as having to do
with time, growth, and life, but Goethe has
“deed” on the physical level and “force” on
the etheric. We gain new and often contradictory ways of seeing the four levels since
we normally consider “deed” to be an action
and therefore on the etheric or how level.
Each category and condition can challenge
your current thinking about the levels.
1. Learning the List
Where mere logical thinking is either analyzing or synthesizing, the new thinking is
a kind of perspectivism. The new thinker
Hegel’s
Categories:

Existence

Reality

Idea		

Being/Nothing

Category 1: Form 		

Life

Consciousness		

Entity/Being

Category 2: Space		

Time		

Causality			

Reason

Category 3: Object		

Development

Design/problem

Law/idea

Category 4: Fact		

Process

Causal Factor		

Intention

Category 5: Element

Origin

Meaning			

Archetype

moves through dynamic levels and qualities of existence thus requiring the thinker
to change perspective. One could say they
are scales of reality like musical scales of
the new thinking. The list above starts with
Hegel’s categories distilled from his Logik
by Florin Lowndes who wrote that Hegel’s
“logic of being” gave Steiner a philosophical foundation for his new thinking.2 The
other categories were drawn from Florin and George’s years of new thinking research of Steiner’s writings. Studying these
categories prepares you for contemplating
the four levels while expanding one’s treasure of concepts and perspectives when

Consciousness (astral); Entity/Being (ego).
As you are working through The Philosophy of Freedom, start taking note of different
ways you can categorize the four levels. For
example, Chapter One of The Philosophy of
Freedom, “Conscious Human Action”, seems
to build on the model of: 1. Question, 2. Answer, 3. Analogy, 4. Freedom definition. The
list gives you the options of freeing yourself
from the fixed categories as they are given
by Lowndes for the “Pencil Exercise” since
beginners usually start with his diagram
as a way of entering into the new thinking:
Physical: Materiality/Form
Etheric: Manufacture
5
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Astral: Design
Ego: Inventor, and so on. ♣

to doubt in three, and to freedom in four:
Who? Ego Level: Freedom or Necessity?
Why? Astral Level: Doubt driven!
How? Etheric Level: View of the Human
Being
What? Physical level: Questions of the Book

On the one hand, it is your task as a new
thinker, to intuit through diligent study
what the levels are for a given chapter
or paragraph, while, on the other hand,
to study what is already known, thereby
opening your mind to the multiple perspectives already discovered by others.

Is Steiner always so clear in his writings?
The answer can be found by the person who
commits to discover it. If the pattern does
not reveal itself as fourfold, it could be because Steiner also uses patterns that are “reversed” or have “wings.”3 Pattern recognition
requires mental clarity, diligence, and flexibility. Despite the doubt that may be generated, Steiner made clear that the four-fold
human being is a good way to organize “the
empirical facts”. Lowndes’ list serves this
endeavor by opening our mind to multiple
ways of cognizing the four-fold human being.

2. Text Work and the List
Let us take a closer look at the first four
sentences of the “Preface” to The Philosophy
of Freedom. By reading carefully, we should
be able to establish an archetypal pattern
in the first four sentences of the paragraph.
1. Two root-questions of the human soul-life
are the focal point toward which everything
is directed that will be discussed in this book.
2. The first question is whether it is possible to view the human being in such a
way that this view proves itself to be the
support for everything else which comes
to meet the human being, through experience or science, and which gives him
the feeling that it could not support itself.
3. Thereby one could easily be driven
by
doubt
and
critical
judgment into the realm of uncertainty.
4. The other question is: can the human
being as a being of will claim free will for
himself, or is such freehood a mere illusion,
which arises in him because he is not aware
of the workings of necessity on which, as
any other natural event, his will depends?

Polarity and the List: Does the archetype
of “Questions, View, Doubt, Freedom” hold
good for the rest of the paragraph? You may
notice that there are nine sentences in the
first paragraph composed on four levels.
Recall the 9-fold human being in Theosophy
that has the three members on the ego level, i.e., the sentient soul, intellectual soul,
and the consciousness soul. In the same
way, we can expect the purple sentences (sentences four, five and six) to also be
on the ego level. Steiner kept the four-fold
categories intact across the ego level (freedom level), and as a result these sentences
present aspects of the freedom question.

One can discern clearly the four levels
while reading this passage out loud. Steiner moves systematically from the concrete
to the abstract, from the root-questions in
sentence one, to the view of man in two,
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Opening Paragraph of the “Preface” to The
Philosophy of Freedom

5.
No
artificial
spinning
of
thoughts calls this question forth.
6. It comes to the soul quite naturally in a particular state of the soul.
7. And one can feel that something in the
soul would decline, from what it should be,
if it did not for once confront with the mightiest possible earnest questioning the two
possibilities: freehood or necessity of will.
8. In this book it will be shown that the
soul-experiences, which the human being must discover through the second
question, depend upon which point of
view he is able to take toward the first.
9. The attempt is made to prove that there
is a certain view of the human being which
can support his other knowledge; and furthermore, to point out that with this view
a justification is won for the idea of freehood of will, if only that soul-region is first
found in which free will can unfold itself.

1. Two root-questions of the human soul-life
are the focal point, toward which everything
is directed that will be discussed in this book.
2. The first question is whether it is possible to view the human being in such a way
that this view proves itself to be the support for everything else which comes to
meet the human being, through experience or science, and which gives him the
feeling that it could not support itself.
3. Thereby one could easily be driven
by
doubt
and
critical
judgment into the realm of uncertainty.
4. The other question is this: can the human
being as a being of will claim free will for
himself, or is such freehood a mere illusion,
which arises in him because he is not aware
of the workings of necessity on which, as
any other natural event, his will depends?
Ego Level:
Astral Level:
Etheric Level:
Physical level:

4. Freedom question
5. Freedom not spinning
6. Freedom (soul state)
3. Doubt driven! 					
7. Decline of Soul
2. View					 		
8. View of view
1. Questions of the Book 		
9. Questions of soul realm

If you consider sentences seven, eight, and
nine, then the form is complete, and the categories are repeated. The seventh sentence
talks about the soul’s decline; the eighth sentence states that point of view gives the answer to the freedom question; and the ninth
sentence makes clear that the two questions
depend on a soul realm. Steiner used the
9-fold human being to cast this paragraph,
however, built on a fourfold structure.
Steiner used polarity, so it is to be expected
that some aspect of the level is enhanced or
turned inward. In sentences seven through
nine, the themes are more entangled and require more focus to locate their essence as

is the case in sentence eight where “a view
of the view” is required to answer the questions. The diligent reader can find the four
levels in the first four sentences as well as
transformed in sentences six through nine.
3. Some Issues with the List
I am often surprised by how overwhelming
such a list can be in its scope and subtlety.
I recommend going slowly through the list
and multitude of examples. I certainly do
not understand every category as some appear abstract to me.
One example that has baffled new thinking
7
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students is:

would be obscured by our prior understanding. Only a person with very flexible and
‘form-friendly’ thinking could follow along
with the master and play with the concepts,
ideas, and levels in the way Steiner did.
The new thinking student should review
the categories and see to what extent they
enhance his or her thought patterns. The
categories are also helpful in designing levels in your own essay, meeting agenda, and
even public talks.

Physical: Adverb
Etheric: Verb
Astral: Adjective
Ego: Noun
Right off the bat, people rarely see adverbs
as the grounding element in this category.
But in this example the adverb is seen from
the point of view of its limiting quality including adverbial phrases that often answer
the question “where?”. Nouns too, some students argue, ought to be the building blocks
of the sentence and, therefore, not on the
ego level, which is associated with personal
meaning. A sound knowledge of grammar
may shed light on this question of the place
of the adverb in such an organic schema.
When a similar perspectivism is applied to
the four temperaments, some eye-opening
results appear. Typically, one associates the
choleric with the ego or astral level, which
makes perfect sense, since Steiner also presented it from these perspectives. But from
what perspective is the choleric on the physical level? Possible answer: from the perspective of getting things done, the choleric
is on the physical level because he achieves
the most, then followed by the sanguine
(very active), melancholic (careful but thorough), and finally the phlegmatic. Lowndes
often gave such examples in his workshops
to help free his students’ thinking from dogmatic thought-associations we picked in
Waldorf schools and anthroposophical discussion groups.
From this dynamic perspectivism, Schiller’s idea of the play drive (where one reconciles change and form thereby creating living form) may be helpful. By giving careful
attention to the levels and interrelationships
between concepts (or the parts of a whole),
one can gradually see correspondences that

References
1 Die befruchtende Wirkung der Anthroposophie auf die Fachwissenschaften (Dornach: Rudolf Steiner Verlag, 1977) GA76, p. 126. My
translation.
2 Das Erwecken des Herzdenkens (Freies
Geistesleben Verlag, 1998) Go to the section
on Hegel.
3 Go to the article “New Thinking, Anthroposophical Writing, and Miscellaneous
Points About Steiner’s Style” for a list of unusual forms that do not follow the patterns
of physical, etheric, astral, and ego levels.
Notes
See the first O’Neil Group Newsletter and
the article on the Six Subsidiary exercises.
♣

Florin Lowndes handed these lists out to
his students. His book Das Erwecken des
Herz-Denkens needs to be translated as it is
essential for Steiner aficionados who want
to have an overview of Steiner’s writing and
thinking style.
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4. Examples of the Four Levels (the list) by Florin Lowndes
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The Art of the Synopsis:
The Rise and Fall of
Anthroposophical Group Study
by Mark Riccio
George O’Neil (1906-1988) led study groups
and passed out his synopses of Steiner’s central
books. When viewing his study manual on The
Philosophy of Freedom, it is easy to lose sight
of the countless hours and research it took him
to complete his findings on the organic thoughtforms. What is missing in George O’Neil and
Florin Lowndes’ work are the notebooks containing countless synopses of each paragraph,
section, and whole book. This essay tries to present the reasons why the making of synopses are
the foundation of Steiner’s studium and spiritual path of sense-free thinking and organic-living action.

supporting evidence are presented. In the
Middle Ages, students had to practice recalling the main points of both debaters before
they were allowed to participate in formal
debates themselves. In the act of making a
synopsis, the student must suppress their
own bias and projected ideas and summarize what was said. A true synopsis requires
the ability to grasp an other’s opinion and
then accurately recount it in fewer words.
O’Neil often used the word “studium,” a
technical term - implying a complete commitment to study on all levels - that best describes the organic meditative work on The
Philosophy of Freedom. Americans, always
on the go, are mainly comfortable with the
‘short n’ sweet’ spiritual discussion but are
particularly uncomfortable with the soul
commitment that true studium requires for
robust organic reading and meditating. Although Americans are destined to show the
world how to make anthroposophy a practical affair, they are nevertheless required to
practice the willing-in-thinking harvested
from genuine studium. Americans need not
be burdened by an excessively heady European anthroposophical culture. Our task
is to put Steiner’s idea into our will, make
them reality, and be an example to the world
as how to incorporate spiritual models onto
the earthly plane. Like Ford Motors and McDonald’s, which made popular products the
whole world could buy, American anthroposophists are tasked with transforming the

Robust Studium and the Synopsis
Rudolf Steiner said that his books could lead
the reader into catharsis if the books were
read “correctly and completely” by registering “how one thought follows the next.” The
anthroposophical task is to read carefully
and with an organic type of reading and artistic mindset. In order to unleash the power of ideas into life forces, Steiner said that
one must master the ideas in The Philosophy
of Freedom by viewing them in an organic living consciousness. The first step in this process is making synopses of each paragraph.
Is writing a synopsis an art? Well, sort
of. However, it is a different art than reciting
a poem or writing an essay. The most common form of synopsis is the book review
in which the book’s thesis and the author’s
13
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new thinking and the threefold social order
by putting them into a form that the whole
world can put to use. First, we attain willing-in-thinking via The Philosophy of Freedom studium in organic thinking, and then
we apply our new thinking by willfully inaugurating threefold ideas into our nation’s
institutional life. Willful, not heady studium, is the American path of anthroposophy.
If your studium has not led you to deep,
internal transformation, profound states of
love, spiritual experience, and to the burning desire to penetrate further into a Steiner text, then O’Neil’s approach may just
help you. O’Neil first learned about how to
read a book in the famous Mortimer Adler
title: How to Read A Book. Written at a time
when the anti-thinking philosophy of John
Dewey was dominating American universities, How to Read A Book was part of Adler’s lifelong commitment to saving the
liberal arts, in particular the art of thinking. Adler argued that carefully outlining
the thoughts of others, essentially making synopses, is an effective way to master
the thought streams of the great thinkers.
Many great writers and composers copy out
pages from the books and compositions of
their predecessors. Steiner himself plead
guilty to having copied countless pages
of Kant until he made the Kantian philosophical style second nature. As students
we know that we are to learn and imitate
the new thinking contained in his books. It
was out of his careful study and synopses
of the German idealists that Steiner found
the words for his The Philosophy of Freedom.
In this tradition, anthroposophic studium leads us to mastery of Steiner’s ideas.

ommended for soul and spiritual betterment. It is an activity that inspires one to
overcome the state of soul-sloth and allows
the reader to go deep within the material.
When Steiner said: “It is preferable to read
one lecture fifty times than fifty lectures
once”, then you can see he wanted the ideas
of a particular lecture, chapter, and book to
be written on the soul of the reader. Making excellent synopses is a way to make
the sequence of thoughts in a given chapter or lecture permanent in your etheric.
2) Steiner’s Occult Science, when studied in
a group, can be quite challenging, but if
members bring diligently prepared notes,
then, having wrestled with the text, they are
more able to have intelligent discussions
about its content. The unprepared contribute little to the group’s energy. Synopses
of the text, regardless of quality, uplift the
group’s energy and aid in the multi-sided comprehension of Steiner’s ideas.
3) Making synopses teaches us to differentiate between the essential and the inessential. Although some may say that
everything Steiner writes is essential, I propose synopses should include, in a short
version, many of the essentials, but not
all. Otherwise, one is just mechanically
repeating Steiner’s words without ownership. Readers sometimes make wildly interpretive synopses, a common problem
that is easily corrected by sharing and correcting one’s synopses in a group process.
4) As your mind evolves, the quality of your
synopses evolves. I love witnessing how
members of a study group improve their
reading skills and develop confidence in their
work. It is a sad fact that few of us learned few
to no true liberal art skills in high school or
college. Studium gives us many of these lost

Six Benefits of Making Synopses
1) The making of synopses guides the study
group to many of the exercises Steiner rec-
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skills including critical thinking, appreciation for style, writing and speaking abilities.

edge of content and form come together;
the more one knows the content, the more
one can decipher the form and vice versa.
Writing a synopsis comes with interesting challenges. How long should a synopsis
be before it instead becomes a summary?
It should provide enough information to
grasp the skeleton of the paragraph; it need
not even have to be a full sentence. The
final step is to further break the one-sentence synopsis down into one or two
catchwords. The result is a type of musical
score where the catchword points to the
synopsis that, in turn, points to the paragraph. From one catchword you may be
able to recall nearly the entire paragraph.
The first paragraph of the Preface to The Philosophy of Freedom (below) has nine sentences. As mentioned earlier, if you are using a
standard translation such as Wilson, Lipson,
Stebbing, or Lindeman, you will need to "fix”
and number the text correctly by comparing
it to an original pre-1925 German edition.

5) There is a trinity to O’Neil’s approach
to Steiner’s new thinking. The synopsis allows the reader to master the content, find the living form, and intuit the
unwritten message of the text i.e., the
being behind the thought form. This is
the groundwork that leads upwards to
the magical idealism of pure thinking.
6) The final blessing of making synopsis is
the deconstruction and reconstruction of a
Steiner text. By knowing how Steiner put a
thought-form together the student can then
imitate the master’s thought-forms. Imitation, or the ability to copy and then utilize
the work of great individuals, said black
nationalist Alexander Crummell, is the surest sign of the future greatness of a people.
Guidelines for Making Synopses

Preface to The Philosophy of Freedom:

Although the activity of making synopses
is straightforward, some areas need to be
clarified. Rudolf Steiner’s written works have
a different purpose than other authors’. Because each paragraph, even sentence took
Steiner hours, if not days, to write, - and they
are a “logically arranged organism” in which
no paragraph can be switched with another - care must be given to number the paragraphs and sentences correctly. “Correctly” means according to a pre-1925 German
edition overseen by Steiner at the press.♦
Knowledge of the number of sentences in
a paragraph makes the synopses process
easier. Steiner composed organic structures
with a midpoint and symmetry in mind.
The central sentence, or two sentences in
the instances of a paragraph with an even
number of sentences, denotes a change in
the thought process. In this way, the knowl-

“Two

root-questions of the human soullife are the focal point, toward which everything is directed that will be discussed
in this book. The first question is whether it
is possible to view the human being in such
a way that this view proves itself to be the
support for everything else which comes to
meet the human being, through experience
or science, and which gives him the feeling
that it could not support itself. Thereby one
could easily be driven by doubt and critical
judgment into the realm of uncertainty. The
other question is this: can the human being
as a being of will claim free will for himself,
or is such freehood a mere illusion, which
arises in him because he is not aware of the
workings of necessity on which, as any other natural event, his will depends? No artifi-
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cial spinning of thoughts calls this question
forth. It comes to the soul quite naturally in
a particular state of the soul. And one can
feel that something in the soul would decline, from what it should be, if it did not for
once confront with the mightiest possible
earnest questioning the two possibilities:
freehood or necessity of will. In this book
it will be shown that the soul-experiences, which the human being must discover
through the second question, depend upon
which point of view he is able to take toward
the first. The attempt is made to prove that
there is a certain view of the human being
which can support his other knowledge; and
furthermore, to point out that with this view
a justification is won for the idea of freehood of will, if only that soul-region is first
found in which free will can unfold itself.”

er. Similarly, in a paragraph with lengthy
quotes, it can be difficult to ascertain how
many sentences comprise the paragraph.
The Philosophy of Freedom requires a very
different type of synopsis than Theosophy
because the nature of each book is different. With experience, the student will
come to terms with the enormous variation of Steiner’s sentences and paragraphs.♣
The Study Group as a Modern “Communion of the Faithful”
The preparation of synopses is the litmus
test as to whether a study group is following the time-tested imitation of the master.
To imitate Steiner’s way of thinking requires
that the group practices rewriting and
presenting the content and the style of his
work. At the end of the 1980s, O’Neil had to
stop all his public study groups because too
few anthroposophists thought that mastery
of the text, including preparing synopses,
was a worthwhile endeavor. The oppositional forces laid hold of the Anthroposophical
Society, and its flamboyant membership
deemed studium to be too stodgy. The loss
of studium resulted in anthroposophical
study groups declining into “reading-outloud-circles”, eclipsing the 1,000-yearold spiritual tradition of imitation.
Organized group study is foundational to
being an occult student. It could become
the modern version of the “communion of
the faithful” thus superseding the Christian
Mass and becoming The modern way to be
Christian. Rudolf Steiner said his The Philosophy of Freedom would continue to be read
for the next 3,000 years. Could The Philosophy of Freedom be the latest manifestation of
the New Testament spirit since Steiner said
it is his most Christian book? Steiner spoke
the following about the formative thinking
studium: “As soon, however, as you practice

The main theme of the Preface is the two
questions: what are the questions? And how
do we answer them? There are nine sentences, which can be broken equally into three
groups. The first three sentences deal with
the first question (“view” question), the next
three with the freedom question, and the
last three relate the two questions to each
other and to a special soul realm. A possible synopsis with a catchword could read as:
SYNOPSIS: The Philosophy of Freedom has two
questions: view question and freedom question: freedom question depends on the view
question which depends on the soul-realm.
CATCHWORDS: “Content of book” or “Two
questions.”
Now there are quite a few details missing,
but the main sections of the paragraph are
represented.
Paragraphs that consist of just one sentence can be challenging to make any short-
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Higher Worlds path requires a teacher unless
the book is read completely and correctly.
Again, both paths start in group study where
synopsis and internalization of the content
and form are required. The general lack of
initiates in society, and particularly in the
anthroposophical society, should motivate
us toward a deepening of our studium and
coalescing of individuals into cooperative
striving to renew ourselves and society.
As Steiner said, the simplest of exercises
prove themselves to be the most powerful
such as comparing two objects, or comparing two paragraphs and their synopses.

formative thinking, as soon as you refrain
from mere musing or from dissecting, and
strive to think in the way modern spiritual science thinks, you retain possession of
yourself and cannot then have the feeling
of complete emptiness. This is the reason
why from the standpoint of spiritual science
we are always placing such great emphasis
on the Christ Impulse. For the Christ Impulse stands in the direct line of formative
thinking. Even the Gospels cannot be understood if they are simply dismembered.”1
Moving through a history of spiritual
practice, we see an evolution from the sensual Orthodox mass to the reasonable Catholic liturgy, to Protestant inward piety, to
Masonic rituals and philosophy, to Quaker
conversation between Friends, and, starting
in 1893, the Steinerian spiritual practice of
group study among kalos kagathos (equals in
moral and aesthetic conduct and striving).
Lowndes stated that this O’Neilian group
immersion in the spiritual thought-forms
of The Philosophy of Freedom is a kind of
“ritualistic thinking” (Steiner’s own words)
and therefore a completely fresh form of
Christianity.♥ Of course, you are free to continue to partake in masonic rituals, yoga,
eurythmy, and Catholic mass without blemish, but the question is whether you are partaking in pure thinking meditation that the
modern path of The Philosophy of Freedom
offers, the very path that Steiner says is the
appropriate one for the next millennium.

References
1 GA 187 How can humanity find the christ
again? Lecture 8, 1/1/19
Notes
♦ The O’Neil group has correctly numbered
copies of The Philosophy of Freedom, Theosophy, and The Education of the Child in light of
Anthroposophy.
♣ These types of issues are answered by
Lowndes in his Code-X editions and in the
Logik of the Heart. Our translations are also
numbered so that questions of sentenceand paragraph-count are addressed.
♥ It can be said here that The Movement
for Religious Renewal is a renewed Catholic Christianity but not a completely “new”
Christianity while from the point of view of
anthroposophical evolutionary theory, the
study group is now the new, evolved, unfamiliar, and appropriate to our level of consciousness, type of Christianity. The unfamiliarity of this new thinking is why it struggles
to enter into organized anthroposophy.

***
The anthroposophical path requires commitment. There are seemingly two paths:
one path of meditation and practicing of virtues outlined in Knowledge of Higher Worlds
and one path of practicing the thought
structures from The Philosophy of Freedom.
However, Steiner said that the Knowledge of
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New Thinking, Anthroposophical
Writing, and Miscellaneous Points
About Steiner’s Style
by Mark Riccio
The New Thinking

T

hese quotes by Rudolf Steiner point to
the fundamentals of his “organic-living” writing style. Did Steiner use
these principles in his own writing? Yes,
Steiner started with his last sentence, kept
the other sentences in mind all at the same
time, and beheld the whole essay before
him. This principle of polarity is found in
all of Steiner’s writing. Polarity requires, numerically speaking, for a paragraph to have
at least five sentences or more.
Not every Steiner paragraph has polarity,
that is, enough sentences or paragraphs
to make a wave form. Steiner sometimes
has a chapter with only two paragraphs,
or a paragraph with only two sentences.
From this point of view, you cannot have
beginning sentence, second sentence,
middle sentence, second to last, and final
sentences as the quote above suggests.
Thus, you will find chapters with one, two,
three or four paragraphs without polarities.

Style, however, requires continuity of thought.
Anyone setting out to write an essay, and to write
in style, ought already to have his last sentence
within the first. He should in fact pay even more
attention to the last than to the first. And while
he is writing his second sentence, he should
have in mind the second to last one. Only when
he comes to the middle of his essay can he allow
himself to concentrate on one sentence alone. If
an author has a true feeling for style in prose, he
will have the whole essay before him as he writes.
			- Rudolf Steiner
Think of the many themes that were really
fundamental themes, and how we had to build
up our whole thought structure time and again
out of the basic scheme: physical body, etheric
body, astral body and ego….But this is and
remains a reliable thread on which to string
our thoughts: these four members of man’s
being and their interworking; and then on a
higher level, the transformation of three lower
members: the third into the fifth, the second into
the sixth and the first into the seventh member
of our being…. You are laying down the plan or
basis for your system of thought as once the gods
laid down the plan for the wisdom of the world.
			

Steiner’s new thinking has four levels:
physical, etheric, astral, and ego. Obviously,
if Steiner writes a chapter with simply
one, two, or three paragraphs, then he
is only climbing the physical, etheric,
and astral levels to express his idea. For
example, chapter 20 of The Science of
Knowing (CW 2) has two paragraphs: the
first paragraph is about optimism, and the

- Rudolf Steiner
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second paragraph is about pessimism.
Thus, we have a two-leveled form:

that the beginner studies the “Preface”
and the “Second Appendix” first before
starting to write organically. These two texts
contain all nine foundational forms and
give the new thinker a solid place to start.
There is much to learn by making synopses
of the paragraphs of these two texts,
reconstructing the individual sentences,
and noting the various grammatical,
stylistic, and word choices Steiner made.

Paragraph 1. What? Physical:
Man is happy thru himself: world cannot
lead us to happiness as optimistic and pessimistic views collapse
Paragraph 2. How? Etheric:
pessimism: World’s constitution makes
man unsatisfied: Contradiction of pessimism

The new thinking writer can ever so
humbly start to compose like Steiner by
choosing a form for their essay. Should you
plan for a 3-, 5-, or 9-paragraph essay? It is
at this point that you might take Steiner’s
advice to make a tableau of your ideas
on a large piece of paper; interrelate the
various themes; let a logical, coherent
pattern emerge; and apply the Goethean
laws. When thinking organically you survey
the whole, compare the parts, and create
enhancement, polarity, and inversion. The
more you practice, the better the results.

According to Florin Lowndes, this is a
typical two-fold form. Steiner often contrasts
two ideas when writing a two-fold structure.
Thus, you should not emphasize so much the
what and how as levels, but instead a contrast
of physical vs. spiritual, or foundational vs.
ideal, or in this case “general main idea”
(man is above optimism and pessimism) vs.
“focused critique” (pessimism is nonsense).
The budding new thinker may want to
start writing in form, but first he needs
a knowledge of the “scales” of the new
thinking. Lowndes has outlined over fifty
forms Steiner used in his books. You will see
that polarity only arises in Steiner’s writing
once a thought form achieves a certain
length: five or more sentences per paragraph
or five paragraphs per essays. But why
does the new thinking have polarity as its
essential characteristic? Because it is based
on symmetry and symmetry, according
to Plato, is necessary for beauty. The list
begins with the nine basic forms based on
the various models of the human being
Steiner gives in Theosophy, the other forms
are combinations of these nine basic forms.

There are two main ways to write
organically. You can either start with an
outline (organic form) with every paragraph
and sentence planned out1 (Mortimer
Adler’s suggestion), or you can write the
entire essay without an organic outline
and then bring the essay into organic form
by editing or changing the paragraphs and
their inter-relationships. Sometimes we are
simply in the zone and able to pen a new
thinking wave as if angelically inspired.2
Let it be said that organic form is not
a substitute for good, clear writing.
Nevertheless, you should not be discouraged
from following these commonsense
steps for planning to write organically:

Anthroposophical Writing

I. Meditate a mood of new thinking:
Immerse yourself in and feel the qualities
of blue, green, red, yellow, or the movement

In the list, one finds simple, complex,
combined, and exceptional forms, but
never irregular forms. It is recommended
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Organic Forms in Rudolf Steiner’s Written Works
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from physical, etheric, astral, and ego.
Contemplate the intervals between the
levels with your heart. You can also
meditate on a Steiner text that you have
colored in. The “Second Appendix” to
The Philosophy of Freedom has many short
paragraphs where the levels and qualities
are easily discernible.
For a colored
text go to www.organicthinking.org.

the dash into writing since it has disappeared
in German and was never used in English?3
Another issue is Steiner’s use of quotations
from philosophers and other great writers.
In one place, he quoted a sentence and a
half, thus forcing certain questions as to
how the quotation fits into the organic form?
Does the quote belong to the sentence, or
does it change the form by adding a new
sentence? In another instance, Steiner
incorporated a long quote from Spinoza
that spans three paragraphs in chapter one
of The Philosophy of Freedom. In this case,
it is clear that Steiner was highlighting the
organicism of Spinoza’s writing by artistically
incorporating it into his own thought-form.

II. See the big picture: Get a large piece
of paper. Write down your title and thesis
and gather ideas for your essay. Get messy
and brainstorm. Start adding more and
more ideas, colors, and arrows. See how
many themes you want to cover. Start
looking for organic patterns to emerge.
III. See the skeleton: Make an outline
of each paragraph and theme. Outline
individual paragraphs and even sentences.

Steiner’s shorter pieces such as letters, book
reviews, and prefaces are good starter texts
with which to practice organic style. Writing
short three-sentence notes to friends is also a
nice way to start the organic writing process.
Because we are poorly educated today, it is
often difficult to express ourselves in a highquality prose, let alone organic form. If you
must write a twenty-page college essay , try
to break the paper into manageable parts
with as many chapters and subheadings, so
you do not end up with an absurdly long,
ninety-nine-paragraph organic form, - a feat
that even Steiner himself never completed!4

IV. Register the form clearly: Number
your paragraphs and sentences and
give each one a color. Put the questions
what? how? why? who? or whatever
designation you have for each level.
V. Clean up and harmonize the parts:
Read your essay aloud and listen to how it
sounds. Try to enhance your blue sentences
by bringing a more static quality to them,
green more living, red more feeling
and yellow more emphatic. Check your
polarities and other organic elements.

***
There is a new science of thinking and
writing thanks to Rudolf Steiner and George
O’Neil. Great writers may chuckle at our
attempt at setting up some philistine system
of writing where an author’s organicism is
judged by its ability to answer four abstract
questions. However, as you familiarize
yourself with great writers and their books,
you see that their works are filled with
interesting interconnections that reflect
symmetry, enhancement, and the four

Miscellaneous Points About
Steiner’s Style
Imitating Steiner’s way of writing can lead
to some questions and hurdles in your quest
for an organic style. For example, Steiner
used dashes in his writings to indicate
either a new paragraph or a parenthetical
remark. The reader can easily discover the
difference. However, should you reintroduce
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levels. In the future I imagine great books will
be read not only for their argument, but also
for their particular form, thereby creating
a new form of organic literary criticism.

4
Beginning new thinking writers often
try to compose a kind of The Philosophy
of Freedom essay with complex forms. It is
better to start with a simple book review
where your organic thinking can go
unnoticed as it becomes a perfect blend of
clear writing and subtle organicism.

Centuries ago, our ancestors struggled
to establish logical thinking, as we today
struggle with the new thinking. Small steps in
your organic writing practice will ultimately
help this new thinking find its rightful
place in society. It would be wonderful to
see an anthroposophical writing course
where those who love Steiner’s work could
ground this new thinking as a universally
valid method of approaching writing.

Add to your reading list The Human Life
by the O’Neils. It is the first English-language
book written out of inspired organic
thinking. Pay close attention to his chapter
titles, headings, and especially subheadings
and you will see how George tried to
educate the reader in the new thinking by
blatantly titling every part. His crisp and
short sentences demonstrate his pioneering
effort to establish a uniquely American new
thinking writing style.

Notes
1 Mortimer Adler in his How to Read a Book
gives an outline of his own book. Of course,
this method is often recommended to school
children i.e., make an essay outline and fill it
in. With the new thinking consciousness, we
are trying to make “ideas into life powers”
so the stakes are higher.
2 See George O’Neil’s book review of
Owen Barfield’s Unancestral Voice. George
states the following about the themes of
the chapters: “The composition of ideas
treated is beautifully organic, living…. The
result of such an unfolding development of
thoughts is the aftereffect on the reader.”
This is a very high compliment coming
from George who was always looking for
and analyzing organic masterpieces such
as “The Gettysburg Address” and The Scarlet
Letter. Imagine if Barfield had owned this
organic thinking in full consciousness and
taught the British anthroposophists how to
think organically.
3 See my Logik of The Heart for discussion
about punctuation and other literary
questions.
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Rudolf Steiner’s The Science of Knowing:
The Organic Form of Chapter One:
“The Point of Departure”
by Austin Wright

I am pleased to publish this first article penned
by an O’Neil Group member other than our
founding member, Mark Riccio. And I was
doubly pleased when I learned of its topic:
Steiner’s first complete book, The Science
of Knowing, originally published in 1886
when Steiner was only twenty-five years of
age. I was so enthusiastic about the book
at that same age that I ventured to give a
(somewhat muddled) talk on it to an audience
of anthroposophists that were as forgiving as
they were seasoned. Since then I’ve returned
repeatedly to The Science of Knowing in part
because, as Austin Wright contends below,
the book “absolutely rips”! Austin is to be
commended not only for his clear and concise
outline of the form and content of the first
chapter, but also for bringing the renewing
interest and enthusiasm of youth to what is an
eternally youthful book. —Steve Brannon

My introduction to Steiner and his writing
style happened three years ago. Scott
Fielding introduced and tutored me in
the new thinking found in The Philosophy
of Freehood. Each Sunday, Scott, Daniil
Kalinov, and I worked the chapters and
their forms according to George O’Neil’s
research. Stoked with having finished a
first run of the Philosophy of Freehood,
we deliberated for some time as to which
book to study next. We decided to proceed
with an earlier text, The Science of Knowing.
Although less read than his other famous
titles, I chose to write about it because I felt it
absolutely rips. The Science of Knowing seems
to be the purest expression of what appears
in his later works. I had a strong impression
that The Science of Knowing is analogous
to high school, and his later writings to
college. It is not to say one is greater than the
other. We sometimes just need high school
before college. I look forward to sharing
my research results with our readers.

Preface

T

his is the first entry of what will be a
series of articles reviewing organic
forms found in Rudolf Steiner’s
Complete Edition No. 2, titled The Science
of Knowing: An Outline of an Epistemology
Implicit in the Goethean World View: With
Particular Reference to Schiller. The articles
will be structured around notes that may be
a typical discussion for any organic thinking
study group.

I would like to thank Mark Riccio for
encouraging me to write. His revisions
and guidance have been much appreciated.
He possesses a great zeal for teaching
and sharing. I would also like to thank
Scott Fielding for introducing me to
this work. He has been a tireless friend
and advocate throughout. For that, I am
grateful. It is my hope that you as a reader
may find inspiration from what I write.
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***

seeding of philosophy within Goethe’s view.

In the following I am going to sketch
chapter one of The Science of Knowing, “The
Point of Departure”. I will approach this
chapter from four perspectives in order
to highlight its form and polar qualities.

The Nine-Fold Form
The chapter is written as a 9-form. A
9-form chapter comprises itself of three
sections (legs) each composed of three
paragraphs. With this structure, typically
a strong delineation of themes is clear.
The first leg concerns itself with the topic
of German cultural evolution. We next
move up to the ego level section which is
about modern philosopher’s treatment
and view of Goethe’s writing. The final leg
presents the idea of integrating Goethe’s
philosophical view into cultural life.

Overview of the content
Chapter 1 “The Point of Departure” is
just that, in nine paragraphs. It covers
the evolution of German cultural life that
grew out of Goethe, Schiller, and their
contemporaries. Steiner states philosophy
as the sole exception that did not spring
from Goethe. Modern philosophers had
instead crafted artificial intellectual needs.
The consequence was the development
of a modern philosophy that alienated a
larger portion of society and showed little
usefulness. He claims there is a philosophy
implicit in Goethe’s writing that can
restore philosophy to what it ought to be.
“The Point of Departure” is given as a re-

Polarity in the Nine-Fold Form
Assuming the 9-form perspective, we can
test for the laws. To begin with, paragraphs
one and nine share polarity. The first
paragraph states all German cultural
life is based on classical writers such as
Goethe, Schiller, Herder, and Lessing. The
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ninth paragraph proposes a sort of future
for German cultural life that has a reintegrated philosophy based on Goethe and
Schiller. The focus here is more on Goethe
and Schiller (as is the rest of the book) as
opposed to Herder or Lessing. Nevertheless,
we can see the first level as being primarily
concerned with German cultural life,
current and future respectively. On the
second level, the primary topic appears as
views of philosophy. The views in paragraph
two are those developed without Goethe as a
frame of reference, leading to its own severe
limitations and isolation. In paragraph
eight, Goethe’s world view is described as
being “the most many sided” imaginable and
comes without limitations. This is a clear

polarity. Moving on to the red level, we find a
strong theme of rejection. Paragraph three
is the rejection of philosophy by the larger
educated population because it appears to
have little use. On the other side, paragraph
seven is the rejection of Goethe’s philosophy
for the reason that it lacks explicitly stated
scientific principles. This brings us to
our final polarity on the ego level which
concerns the task of science being failed by
modern philosophers in paragraph four and
scientists in paragraph six. With the task of
science, Steiner stresses that all inquiries
cannot be a matter of creating artificial
spiritual needs, rather they must be natural
outgrowths from questions raised; the
development of philosophy and seeking of
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agreement in Goethe’s view presents the
same error in both instances. The inversion
taking place in paragraph five supports all
polarities with the pivot point being: modern
philosophers beginning their studies
absent the viewpoint of classical writers.

German, interest in looking at the world
and life is contingent upon finding some
point of reference with the classical writers.
Catch Phrase: German cultural life is
grounded in the classical writers.
Catch Word: German cultural life.

Final remarks

2. There is one branch of cultural life
that cannot find its source in the classical
writers: that is philosophy.
It was
developed in isolation. This is not refuted
by philosophers referencing Goethe and
Schiller. Those philosophers arrived at their
own views outside of Goethe and Schiller’s
view. There are resulting consequences.

We can conclude that chapter one is a
9-form.
Other possibilities include an
inverted 9-form, or two connected 5-forms.
The polarities and levels fail to line up
with either of those forms. Chapter one
fulfills the 9-form requirements best over
the other two. Moving forward, certain
chapters in this book will have forms that
are not as clear. I will do my best to cover
the different possibilities in those instances.
In the next newsletter, I will present an
outline of both chapter two, “The Science of
Goethe According to the Method of Schiller”
and chapter three, “The Task of Science”.

Catch Phrase: Philosophy was developed
outside Goethe’s view.
Catch Word: Philosophical views isolated.
3. Educated readers today reject philosophy.
To them, philosophy doesn’t seem to contain
anything that would satisfy the spirit. The
fact stated above is the reason. Opposed
to this lack of interest, there is a growing
need for a satisfying view of the world
and life. People want to know. Interest for
philosophy would return if it went hand
in hand with the development of culture.

***
My Paragraph Synopses
(Condensements1) for Chapter One,
“The Point of Departure”
Paragraph condensements are necessary
for discerning and working with Steiner’s
organic forms. We corrected the text to match
the original German where needed. I started
out with longer condensements and shortened
them into catchphrases and ultimately
catchwords2. The reader has to make their
own condensements in order to confirm or
correct the work I have done, as well as to
reap the benefits of learning the material.

Catch Phrase: The consequence of
philosophy developing in isolation is a lack
of interest.
Catch Word: Philosophy
inherent value.

rejected,

no

4. The task of science is to answer questions
that arise by human nature, not to pose
artificial questions. Modern philosophers
did the latter. Because they passed over
the vantage point of the classical writers,
we now have a science (philosophy) no one
is seeing, and a need not being satisfied.

1. Major streams of present-day cultural
life all trace back to Goethe, Schiller,
Herder and Lessing. Many who thought
themselves original could only express
what they have already indicated. To the

Catch Phrase: Modern philosophers failed
the task of science because they concerned
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themselves with artificial questions.

what belonged to the highest expression of
the universally human. A deep philosophical
sense underlies his view of nature, even
though Goethe never states definite scientific
principles. With a philosophical disposition,
one can find Goethe’s philosophical sense
and present it as a science.

Catch Word: Philosophers fail the task of
science.
5. Philosophy cannot be an exception among
branches of cultural life. It must find its
source in the classical writers. Many have
written about them, yet their views did not
grow out of the classical period. They only
brought their own writing into a relationship
after the fact. This is demonstrable by the
many contrary scientific theories which
seek agreement with Goethe. For example,
Hegel and Schopenhauer have nothing in
common except that they both revere Goethe.

Catch Phrase: Goethe has been rejected for
being “unscientific” despite possessing a
powerful philosophical sense.
Catch Word: Goethe rejected; value inherent.
8. Goethe’s worldview is many-sided issuing
from a center resting within his own unified
nature. He does not force a particular view.
Today most people’s thinking is active in
one way, such as mechanical or mystical
(this thinking is uniform not unified like
Goethe). Error arises when one’s view is
acceptable for one category of objects but
not another. This is how one-sided views
find “agreement” in Goethe. Goethe’s view
encompasses many directions, and cannot
be imbued with one-sided conception.

Catch Phrase:
Modern Philosophers
regarded the classical writers solely as a
point for reference and comparison, in doing
so they failed to develop their views further.
Catch Word: Philosophers’ view, absent
Goethe.
6. The same holds true for scientists.
Haeckel and C.F.W. Jessen have conflicting
views, yet claim ultimate agreement in
Goethe. Their views were not developed
out of a Goethean worldview. One does not
want to attribute to Goethe’s view an inner
worthiness to found a scientific direction.
Those concerned with Goethe were rarely
students learning without preconceptions,
but
critics
sitting
in
judgment.

Catch Phrase: Goethe’s view is unified and
without limitation.
Catch Word: Goethe’s view unlimited.
9. Goethe’s and Schiller’s writing were
dependent upon their philosophical views.
The fact that they needed this philosophical
element proves that it is a necessary part of
(the history of) human development. The
dependence on Goethe and Schiller will
make it possible to incorporate philosophy
into the rest of cultural development.

Catch Phrase: Scientists have made the
same error as modern philosophers and fail
to see the inner worthiness of Goethe’s view.

Catch Phrase: Returning to Goethe and
Schiller’s views can make philosophy
relevant again.

Catch Word: Scientists fail task of science.
7. Goethe has been misconceived as
unscientific, and therefore a better poet.
Yet Schiller said about Goethe, “The poet
is the only true human being”. Goethe’s
personality contained all the elements of

Catch Word: Future German cultural life.
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Notes
1 Here, I would like to make a note on
the usage of the words condensment and
synopsis. For our purposes, both are
valid and interchangeable. Granted, you
will not find the word “condensment”
in every English dictionary. In German,
the word “Zusammenfassung” is best
translated as condensment. To me, the
word condensment is more in the spirit of
this work than synopsis. In making our
synopses or condensements, there is an
inner process of compression that I believe
the word condensment conveys better;
understandably it may be different for
others. As we all move forward together
with this new thinking, it will be important
to be on the same page to avoid confusion.
2 O’Neil taught us this method. (See Mark
Riccio’s essay in the newsletter). The
condensments I have provided are long on
purpose. I wanted to present the process as
cleanly as possible.
It is senseless to make our condensments
superfluous. Condensments need not be full
sentences, nor grammatically structured.
What is important is to find that which is
essential to the paragraph and internalize
it. By my own experience, I can say there
is a value in forcing oneself to attain the
shortest possible condensments. Obviously,
this should not be an excuse for making lazy
synopses.
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The O’Neil’s Guide to
Knowledge of Higher Worlds
This is the second installment of The O'Neil
Group's serialized reprinting of George and
Gisela O'Neils guide to Rudolf Steiner's
Knowledge of Higher Worlds

of our culture pull us in the opposite direction. British Novelist D.H. Lawrence
described our situation so well in a letter
written in 1922 (we’ll substitute here”Americans” for the original “Australians”):
You never knew anything so nothing, Nichts,
Nullus, niente, as the life out here. Americans
are always vaguely and meaninglessly on the go.
That’s what the life in a new country does to you:
it makes you so material, so OUTWARD, that
your real inner life and your inner self dies out…
In our culture today, millions depend daily on chemicals, on —note the word— “tranquilizers,” to induce a modicum of tranquility. To fill the inner void or to subdue any
inner stirrings, the masses routinely use external agents—background music, radio, TV,
alcohol, and drugs. Others, also in the millions, have practiced passive “meditation”
(in its various forms) to reach some peace
of mind. By getting absorbed in rhythmic
chanting or in “mantra-repetition,” they can
create a spell of aloneness, of protection
from the outer and inner din of modern life.
Achieving “inner tranquility” for Westerners seems like the proverbial needle’s eye for
the camel—something metaphorically absurd! Yet inner stillness is the prerequisite for
any genuine anthroposophic work, the starting point of the modern path to the spirit.
Almost every European anthroposophist
visiting the West will observe how difficult
it is here, how virtually impossible, to meditate. We can read, we can study, we can listen to lectures, attend meetings, talk, discuss, have conversations, do things alone
or together—yet the most challenging task
on this continent seems practicing a gen-

How to Read a Book:
A Study of Rudolf Steiner’s
Knowledge of the Higher Worlds
By George and Gisela O’Neil
II
CHAPTER ONE:
HOW DOES ONE ATTAIN KNOWLEDGE OF
THE HIGHER WORLDS?
Last time we developed in an overview
the story of the whole book. We described
Chapter One as a conversation between
the teacher and his student: an intimate
counsel to one intending to go on the path.
Some observations regarding this introductory chapter: The text seems so misleadingly easy, with apparently little intellectual challenge, that it is usually read quickly,
also in study groups. The opening sentence
(“There slumber... “) and the closing (Ideas
are to become ideals) have been quoted
and requoted in our circles. The message
of the chapter itself is seldom discussed.
The Inner Life in the West
Yet these counselings are crucial, crucial
to modern man, crucial especially to Westerners. Cultivating the inner life, achieving
inner stillness, does not come easily here.
All the forces of nature, all the tendencies
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uine contemplative life. Perhaps Pascal’s
dictum that “the sole cause for man’s unhappiness is that he cannot stay alone in his
room” has a wide range of application for
Western man (and for Western Members).
From this aspect—the plight of man’s inner
life in the West—spending some time with
this first chapter seems very worthwhile.

efforts, growth potentials—not shortcomings—are to receive our active attention.
TWO: An intensified learning process then commences. We work over our
own experiences, those we have enjoyed
or suffered. We think things over seriously. What did this all mean? we ask, what
is the lesson learn ed? the message implied? (We spare ourselves and others
hashing over details of undigested experiences. Total recall brings no learning.)
In the text, these two tasks are called “conditions.” The concern here is to activate
the soul life, its feelings and thoughts in
relation to OUTER happenings. With the
chapter’s second part, under the heading “inner stillness” (or tranquility, quiet,
calm, peace, etc.) we are turning within.

The Message in Brief
Five main themes emerge for the cultivation of the inner life.
ONE: Concerning respect for truth
and knowledge, we are to cultivate feelings
of wonder and awe, of reverence for the wise
and the true. (This sense for truth makes us
wary of distortions and half-truths that are
often worse than the lie.) We practice looking up to —not down on— others. Strivings,

Diagram by Peter Stebbing
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THREE: We come now to those quiet moments of reflection midst busy lives, those
proverbial five minutes many of us “can’t
find.” We practice evaluating ourselves, our
actions and experiences, the way we look
upon others: from outside. (We may even
try calling ourselves by the last name.) This
is an exercise in detachment from immediate concerns of circumstances, daily affairs, health, job, or family. Achieving this
onlooker view brings actually a loosening
of the ties between body and soul, something we do normally only when asleep.
These are the first moments of liberation
from the world that is too much with us.
FOUR: This will lead to the discovery:
I am I, an independent being, enwrapt of
course in a drama of earthly destiny, yet capable of self-direction, of managing things
instead of being driven by circumstances.
Calm, strength, certainty, stability, and courage—these are signs of this power-phase. I am
now, for a moment at least, captain of my fate.
FIVE: The challenge is to get beyond the personality, to reach moments of
genuine freedom. (We assume that some
serious study work has accompanied this
inner development.) If the inner silence
has been achieved to a degree at least, we
are really then alone, surrounded by an actual spirit thought-world. And with courage and trust we listen, we ask, we converse with the weaving thought beings. A
whole new world does gradually open up.
We hear, we partake. We sense the harmonies. The inner Word begins to resound.
This life in purest thought, in the utter silence, free from sensory memories, has been
spoken of as meditation. Therein men participate in world-creative processes—when
we bring to the guiding Angeloi, as our wee
gift and offerings, the bits of wisdom we have
discovered here and there. Remember, becoming a co-creator is everyman’s secret will.

Thus, in summary there are five admonitions, five goals:
1) Cultivate a sense of wonder and love for
truth and knowledge.
2) Be diligent in learning from your experience.
3) Practice daily moments of seeing yourself
as a stranger.
4) Seek to discover the higher self, responsible for your actions.
5) Be rhythmic in active work with the wisdom of humanity.
III
CHAPTER TWO:
THE STAGES OF INITIATION
The world is a far more interesting place
than most of us have ever dreamed. Seeing more, hearing and feeling more is oh
so simple if only we find the will to try.
Example: To a teacher, utterly perplexed at
the request to tell the dominant temperament
of each child in her very large class, Rudolf
Steiner gave this simple key: As you shake
hands with your students every day you will
notice, the hand is either warm and dry, warm
and moist, cold and moist or cold and dry.
Pay attention, and you will know
the
temperament
of
each
child.
Pay attention! Subtleties are all about us. Out
of the wealth of impressions how little we
take in, how little we see and hear, and how
little we remember. Unlike the very young
child who seems to be all eyes and ears, most
of us have lost the early gift of enveloping
attentiveness. Regaining it when adult, calls
for seemingly arduous but most rewarding
practice on the path to higher knowledge.
This brings us to our theme: the study of
Chapter Two. We have five sets of comparative exercises, all dealing with direct observa-
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tion (although the last set only in retrospect).
Through diligently repeated daily practice we
awaken those “slumbering faculties” to see
and hear more. We learn gradually to envelop these sense impressions with our soul
forces—through the intensification of our
will, and enhanced thought and feeling.

new creation! Practicing the seed exercise,
for example, can loosen the fantasy and stir
the inner seeing. This can become a lifeline
for one in urgent need of “inspiration”: the
teacher groping for ideas for the next day’s
lesson, or the person suffering from writer’s
block and seemingly unable to answer a letter, write a report, or that promised article.

The Goal and Some Early Fruit
It is significant that this path begins with
the world of the senses. Ancient mystery
paths were different, as are the monastic
paths of bygone centuries of faith. Man himself is now to probe the secrets of the natural world. We are to break through the barriers and protections that are safeguarding
our ordinary consciousness. No longer are
we to depend on the dictums and dogmas
of holy men and saints. We ourselves are
to discover the mysteries of the kingdom.
The initial experiences will be those of forces, leading eventually to the inner perception of colors, tones, even beings—the seeing, hearing, and knowing of the hidden—all
these are to become accessible. From later
texts we know that this is also the realm of
the Ahrimanic. Experiences with fear and
with danger are to be expected, hence the
need for courage and steadfastness. The
great frontier calls for the noblest of virtues.
Most of us will not make it all the way,
at least not in this life. Nevertheless, devoted work with these exercises will bring
undreamed of benefits. Some of these are
soon noticeable to one in need of enhancing his creative powers: the artist, the writer, the teacher, or the mother. For anyone in
desperate need of lifting himself out of the
weight, the lumpiness, of daily existence
within a world that is too much with us, so
that we can reach into the realm of creative
life—what better archetype could there be
than the seed? Hard and lifeless to the eye,
yet it is filled with the promise of growth and

How We Go About It
For those who yearn for “experience” there
is no better way to start out than by obtaining a plant. Set it on the window sill next to
the working desk (don’t forget to water it),
and make a time commitment of five minutes daily (regular timing is advisable, so
that habit can reinforce the will). Later on,
add a crystal to your possessions. Then obtain some living seeds (sunflowers are best,
provided you know how they burst forth
and unfold their splendor, given the right
conditions). You still will need an animal
nearby. Lacking a pet, or birds at the feeder, there are always pigeons in the city, or
try a goldfish. That’s all we need for a world
of new experiences—plus commitment.
It will be best to start With one, the first,
exercise. And read the directions carefully. Checking the text repeatedly will
help prevent derailment. There are numerous ways of trying out an exercise the
wrong way round. As study groups on this
theme have shown: people seldom read
instructions precisely enough. The purpose and goal of each exercise should
gradually become vivid in one’s mind.
To illustrate: let us take the work with the
seed, step by step.
1. Describe: precisely what you see.
2. Picture clearly: the plant that will grow
out of this seed.
3. Reflect: light and earth will entice this
plant out of the
live seed; out of the artificial seed nothing
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will grow.
4. Think: something invisible is hidden in
the seed.
5. Concentrate: on this “invisible something.”
6. Ponder: the invisible will become visible.
Feel intently as well as think it. Let it bore
into the soul!
7. An inner force will be felt eventually. A
luminous cloud seen. Colors lilac and blue.
The physically invisible reveals itself. Many
cautions. No revery but sobriety. Control.

Certain joyful discoveries, little ones at
first, should occur from time to time. These
are the Angel’s incentives that keep us going.
With blooming and fading we begin to “see”
health, whether the child or friend is radiant or dullish. With sounds, little by little we
hear “soul,” those imponderable qualities of
voices—not what they say but the overtone,
how they say it. And we grow ever more sensitive to the ubiquitous electronic clatter and
chatter, all that mechanical aping of what is
human, that pollutes the soul and numbs our
awareness. (Think of what it does to children.)
An aesthetic joy over crystals is a sure
sign. We look at animals differently, their
innerness takes on “color” somehow. As to
the wonder of potentials in a seed: a child is
certainly all “seed,” imagine what the future
holds. And people: remember how Rudolf
Steiner used to stand back and look at an approaching visitor. What was he seeing? Try it
sometime. You’ll see more than you expect.
In our strivings, those two beacons—
courage and self-confidence— should never grow dim. Crossing the threshold, the
great frontier today, is full of surprises.
Frontiers are always beset with dangers,
masked bandits, frightening illusions. Courage must shine brightly; self-confidence
never slacken. The Angel is ever with us.
And let us not forget the “golden rule”
given in this chapter. We may call it “the
anthroposophic waltz”: three steps of
moral growth effort—striving for truth,
beauty, and goodness—for every single step in intellectual know-more.
Fearlessness in the depth of thoughtlife, think heroically! Take failures as matter of course. Expect them. Carry on. The
inexhaustible fountain head of strength
can be ours. The time shall come when
the real names of things shall resound,
the Word that calls all things into being.

The Overview
Let us now turn to the overview of the
whole chapter, and practice anschauung (a
Webster word!) a seeing-thinking so that the
chapter’s four themes can stand before the
soul: Source, Preparation, Illumination, and
Control. The first one, by this time we surely
recognize. The second one we realize as the
basis of all achievement, be it violin or marathon, those years of devoted effort in shaping
up the faculties, the organs needed to perform. The third brings the dawning light and
joy of awakening. And the fourth: mastery, the
“I am in control, the responsibility is mine.”
As an aside let it be said here, repeated
study of the text is essential, the sine qua non.
Mark the margin of the last page with the
date you read it. Seven times seven readings
should do it. That’s a Pentacostal rhythm.
With the neighboring chart, a kind of blackboard work, we have tried to bring together
the themes of this chapter. Rudolf Steiner had
a genius with blackboards, with anschauung,
great sweeps of color-motions, with a word
or two or three. Here we have been more
pedestrian, many words and picture-ettes.
Note that each exercise contrasts two experiences.We learn to compare, to sense differences, to sensitize our awareness, to distinguish
this from that. This is ego-activity, otherwise
called thinking—obviously very important.
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Study Notes by George O’Neil

On A Cycle of Lectures by Rudolf Steiner,
From Jesus to Christ:
Karlsruhe, 1911

This is the second installment of The O'Neil
Group's serialized reprinting of George O’Neil’s
study notes for Rudolf Steiner’s lecture cycle
From Jesus to Christ, originally published in
the Journal for Anthroposophy 1970 Spring
edition, no. 11. See Vol. 1 No. 1 of the O’Neil
Group Newsletter for notes on lectures one and
two.

into natural spiritual visions two great dramas in the supersensible are depicted, one
today, the other 2000 years ago.
In this way, with a final section devoted
to Solovioff who raises faith to its highest
form, that of self-knowledge, we realize
that the world drama today can be seen as
a direct and continuous development out of
the past, both spiritual and earthly. Hope is
justified! We even feel intimations of having
vision.
This extraordinary 3rd lecture of our Cycle
stands midway in the first half, as a flowering of the idea: Mankind’s Ways to the Christ.
Around it are grouped lectures 2 and 4 and 1
and 5, polar in themes. Opposite stands Lecture Eight devoted to the preparation of the
Jesus body, wherein we find the flowering of
the idea of the second half: the Mystery of
the Phantom and Redemption of Man.
Toward the end of the 20th century the
Christ takes over the office of Lord of Karma
for the evolution of mankind. Man’s destiny
and the karmic consequences of our deeds
will now take on a new character. Making
good for past failings can take many forms.
We can already experience how impulses
are arising in the souls of young people,
how they want to help, not individuals but
peoples and groups. The Mosaic concept of
stern law will give way increasingly to striving to compensate by helping the world. In
time this can revolutionize our entire system of legal justice.
A sense of accountability of my actions to
the Spirit of Mankind, a feeling that others

MANKIND AT THE GATES OF DAMASCUS:
LECTURE THREE
A new power of vision is to be born to
mankind commencing now in the 20th century. It will transform man’s relation to himself, revolutionize our social forms, awaken
a sense of kinship of all peoples. Today, the
first signs of a moral upheaval are already
with us, the world over. But the accompanying symptoms are ominous and frightening.
Are we justified in being hopeful? Can we
be certain of the outcome? Is there actually
something spiritual at work, a new vision?
How are we to grasp this?
It was not easy in 1911 to speak prophetically of coming moral upheavals in the souls
of men. After two preparatory lectures on
changes today in man’s will life in the age of
freedom, and changes in the modern esoteric path to include Reincarnation and Karma,
Rudolf Steiner gives a lecture unique in literature. One that makes this Cycle famous. In
order to show concretely how religious faith
was born in man, how it evolved, the forms
it went through and its final transformation
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cannot suffer and I live at peace, these experiences will awaken in me the new organ of
vision. This is the first drama of karma, the
one we witness today.
The drama of faith of which man was
spectator 2,000 years ago, was a transaction among the Gods. In panoramic pictures we are shown the original separation
of man from the heavens, his entanglement
in matter, his achievement of freedom and
ego-hood, the danger of his total annihilation. The act of love performed by the Christ
Being centers around the preparation of a
Christ bearer, “the true man” in which a God
could incarnate, overcome death and bring
new forces into the evolution of the world
and of the human spirit. The fruit of this
drama was the appearance in men’s souls
subsequent to Golgotha, of a feeling experience of the Sun-being, an experience we
have come to call faith.
Faith, as a mighty force carried western
man for centuries. A first direct source of
spiritual knowledge until the middle ages
was felt as a force of will, diluted gradually into feeling and finally becoming mere
belief supported by knowledge of the sense
world.
However, in representative souls, (Pascal
and Solovioff are cited), faith went through a
metamorphosis linked with self knowledge.
Denial of self was felt to be the denial of the
meaning of life, of mankind, of the inner
God. Echos of this are seen in the 20th century Existentialism, in the writing of many
poets. Man’s spiritual entelechy, his very being, becomes witness to the divine.
Self-knowledge is the path of spiritual science, it leads past the lesser guardian, the
subconscious being of man, through the
thickets of pride and paralyzing fear, to the
greater guardian the Angelos figure which
merges with the imagination of the Spirit of
Mankind.

Here both the exoteric path and the esoteric path become one. In our century now,
a natural vision of the etheric world and
of the Christ Being becomes possible for a
few. However, to be a blessing, to work as a
healing force socially for the good of men,
it must be supplemented by spiritual scientific knowledge. To see and to hear and not
to understand bodes ill. So the task of Anthroposophy, and its foretelling of things to
come becomes clear.
WHEN THE HEAVENS OPENED WITHIN:
LECTURE FOUR
A mood of subdued hesitancy pervades our
fourth lecture. We approach now the deepest of truths of human evolution. We are
challenged to find ways of understanding
how men of wisdom from the earliest centuries of our era down to today, have wrestled
with these truths, how at times they have
fallen into error making way for the greatest of evil.
.We must reflect upon the mystery of how
an apparent external historic event can have
actually changed the soul- experience of every human being since that time — a fact
which historians are loath to face, even in
the presence of evidence that human cultures subsequent to that date have all undergone transformation. We must reckon with
a mystical fact. One which has been given
pictorial expression in legend and myth.
The Baptist called for repentance, a looking
to the future, no longer to the past. The Grail
stories speak of the Blood of Christ, of the
Crown of Lucifer. We remember the words:
The Truth that shall make man free. With
the descent of the Sun Spirit something
flowed out into the living atmosphere of the
earth, and this something, spoken of as the
Christ Impulse, has opened the heavens to
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the creative spirit of men.
Certain things were still realized fully by
the early Christians as evidenced by the reverent awe and sense of powerlessness that
breathes through their teachings. A counterpart today of this humility and modesty,
in this age of intellectual arrogance must
again be found. Especially by those who
seek to inquire into, or read and study what
can be given us, at this time, of these truths.
Lest harm be done, dare we speak, dare we
communicate these truths abroad, without
the soul attitude of utter selflessness and
maturity which permits them to enter us in
their proper form?
Lecture Two describes the esoteric path
of soul-preparation. Then, in Lecture Three,
we experience the dramas of the great Christ
events and the force of Faith which has carried men and now becomes vision. Lecture
Four introduces the concept of Grace, the
bestowal upon those who are prepared, and
are worthy of the insight they seek. We are
given a glimpse into the spiritual sources
of truth now open — open to the teachers
of mankind who would interpret to us our
heritage. And we realize that it is from these
Akashic sources that the wisdom flows
which we are to share in the lectures that
follow.
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translations of

the 1918 Preface
Attached are two prefaces, Bulgarian and
Spanish, that are correctly numbered and
translated. This means they strictly adhere to
Steiner’s original punctuation, paragraph,
and sentence-count and, when possible, clauscount. These translations allow the reader to
confidently immerse themselves in the levels
and qualities of the new thinking. Each issue
of the O’Neil Newsletter will present various
translations of the 1918 Preface.
Note to the reader: Steiner used this new
thinking for his paragraph structure as seen
in the 1918 Preface and for the sentence-level
structure. There is a beautiful nine-fold form
in the first paragraph that closely resembles
the nine-fold human being from Theosophy.
The colors can help the reader decipher the four
levels in the text: physical, etheric, astral, and
Ego.
For a complete description of the 1918 Preface and its structure go to The Study Guide
for Rudolf Steiner’s Heart Thinking. For
English and German translations, see Vol. 1
No. 1 of the O’Neil Group Newsletter.

3. но за което има усещането, че
поради съмнение и критична оценка би
могло да бъде отнесено към сферата на
несигурното.
4. Другият въпрос гласи: Допустимо
ли е човекът като волево същество да
си приписва свобода, или тази свобода
е чиста илюзия, възникваща у него,
понеже той не прозира нишките на
необходимостта, от които неговата
воля е зависима точно както при всеки
природен процес?
5. Този въпрос не идва в резултат на
изкуствени мисловни конструкции,
6. а съвсем естествено застава
пред душата при определено нейно
състояние.
7. И може да се почувства, че на нея
сякаш й липсва нещо от онова, което тя
трябва да бъде, ако никога не се види
изправена с максимална сериозност
пред двете възможности: Свобода или
необходимост на волята.
8. В този труд ще бъде показано, че
душевните изживявания, до които
човекът трябва да достигне чрез втория
въпрос, зависят от това, каква гледна
точка той съумява да заеме спрямо
първия.
9. Направен е опит да бъде доказано,
че има възглед за човешкото същество,
на който може да се опре останалото
познание; направен е също така опит
да се посочи, че с този възглед напълно
се обосновава идеята за свободата
на волята, след като по-напред бъде
намерена душевната област, в която
може да се разгърне свободната воля.

Предговор към новото издание (1918 г.)
1/9
1. Два са основните въпроси за
душевния живот на човека, определящи
всичко, което подлежи на анализ в тази
книга.
2. Единият е дали има възможност
човешката същност да бъде подложена
на такова съзерцание, че то да послужи
като опора за всичко останало, с
което човекът се сблъсква чрез лично
преживяване или някаква наука,
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2/5

замисъла на своя труд.
3. При тогавашния ръкопис си
поставих ограничението да не отивам
по-далеч от онова, което е свързано в
най-тесен смисъл с изтъкнатите два
основни въпроса.
4. Ако някой остане учуден, че в
настоящата книга все още липсва
насочване към сферата на света на
духовния опит, изложена в мои покъсни съчинения, то нека той има
предвид, че по онова време аз просто
нямах намерение да предложа описание
на резултатите от духовни изследвания,
а исках първо да положа основата
върху която могат да почиват такива
резултати.
5. В тази „Философия на свободата”
конкретни резултати от този род не
се съдържат, както не се съдържат и
конкретни природонаучни резултати;
но по мое мнение съдържащото се в нея
може да бъде особено необходимо за
онзи, който се стреми към сигурността
на такива познания.
6. Казаното в книгата може да е
приемливо и за някого, който поради
лични основания се дистанцира от
моите духовно-научни изследователски
резултати.
7. За онзи обаче, който може да
разглежда тези духовно-научни
резултати като нещо, към което има
влечение, за него направеният тук опит
ще има особена важност.
8. А този опит цели да удостовери
как едно непредубедено разсъждение,
простиращо се само върху посочените
два основни за всяко познание въпроса,
води до възгледа, че човекът живее в
един реален свят на Духа.
9. В тази книга стремежът е да се
оправдае опознаването на областта
на Духа преди навлизането в духовния
опит.
10. А това оправдаване се извършва

1. Възгледът, за който тук става дума
във връзка с двата въпроса, се представя
като такъв, който - веднъж застъпен
- може да се превърне в съставка на
самия душевен живот.
2. Не че се дава теоретичен отговор,
който - вече усвоен - човек притежава
единствено като запаметено убеждение.
3. За представата, заложена в основата
на тази книга, един такъв отговор би
бил само привиден.
4. Такъв готов, окончателен отговор не
се дава, а се препраща към една област
на душевни изживявания, в която чрез
самата вътрешна душевна дейност
въпросът отново получава жив отговор
във всеки момент, щом човекът се
нуждае от него.
5. Който веднъж е открил душевната
област, където се пораждат тези
въпроси, нему тъкмо истинското
съзерцание на тази област ще даде
онова, което му трябва за тези две
загадки на живота, та с постигнатото да
продължи към ширините и дълбините
на загадъчния живот, към които го е
насочила нуждата и съдбата.
3/1
- С това, струва ми се, се разкрива
едно познание, което чрез собствения
си живот и чрез родството на този
собствен живот с целия душевен живот
на човека доказва своята оправданост и
валидност.
4/10
1. Така разсъждавах за съдържанието
на тази книга, когато я пишех преди
двадесет и пет години.
2. Такива изречения съм длъжен да
напиша и днес, ако река да очертая
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по такъв начин, че в настоящото
изложение навярно никъде не се налага
да се хвърля поглед към изтъквания
по-късно от мен опит, за да бъде
установена приемливостта на казаното
тук, в случай че някой може или иска
да прояви интерес към характера на
самото настоящо изложение.

заявил относно посочените въпроси, аз
доста забавих подготвянето на това ново
издание.
3. Непрекъснато се питах дали не би
трябвало на едно или друго място да
взема отношение към многобройните
философски възгледи, възникнали след
появата на първото издание.
4. Ангажираността ми в последно
време с изследвания изцяло в науката
за Духа ми попречиха да сторя това по
желания от мен начин.
5. Но сега, след като най-задълбочено
се запознах със съвременната
философска дейност, аз се убедих,
че колкото и съблазнително да е
само по себе си едно такова вземане
на отношение, то не е във връзка с
тематиката на моята книга и за него
няма място в нея.
6. Онова, което от гледище на
„Философия на свободата” според мен
заслужава да се каже за по-новите
философски направления, читателят
може да намери във втория том на моя
труд „Загадки на философията”.

5/5
1. Така на мен ми се струва, че тази
книга заема, от една страна напълно
обособено място спрямо моите
същински духовно-научни трудове, а
от друга - че тя все пак е свързана найтясно с тях.
2. Всичко това ме подтикна сега,
двайсет и пет години по-късно, отново
да публикувам съдържанието й
3. в общи линии почти без промени,
като направя само по-обширни добавки
към редица раздели.
4. Такива обстойни разширения
ми се сториха необходими, след
като междувременно установих
неправомерни тълкувания на казаното
от мен.
5. Поправки нанесох единствено
там, където днес ми изглежда неумело
изразено онова, което съм искал да кажа
преди четвърт столетие.
(Подобни поправки вероятно ще дадат
повод само на някой недоброжелател
да твърди, че [по този начин] съм
променил основното си убеждение.)

Април 1918 г.
Рудолф Щайнер

6/6
1. Книгата бе разпродадена още преди
много години.
2. И макар - както личи от току-що
казаното - да ми се струва, че днес по
същия начин трябва да се заяви онова,
което преди двайсет и пет години съм
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sea capaz de adoptar hacia la primera.
9. Se intentará demostrar que sí existe una
concepción de la naturaleza humana sobre
la que puede basarse todo el conocimiento;
y además, que con esta concepción se
alcanza una justificación total de la idea
de la libertad de la voluntad, si primero se
encuentra la esfera del alma en la que puede
desenvolverse la libre voluntad.

PREFACIO PARA LA NUEVA EDICIÓN DE
1918
1/9
1. Hay dos cuestiones fundamentales de
la vida del alma, hacia las que todo está
orientado y que se discutirán en este libro.

2/5

2. La primera es si existe la posibilidad de
ver la naturaleza humana de tal manera que
este punto de vista demuestre ser la base de
todo lo que le llega al hombre a través de la
experiencia o de las ciencias, y que le da la
sensación de que no podía sostenerse por sí
mismo.

1. El punto de vista, que se discute aquí
en referencia a estas dos cuestiones, se
presenta como uno que, una vez alcanzado,
puede integrarse como un miembro de la
vida del alma verdaderamente viviente.
2. No se dará una respuesta teórica que, una
vez asimilada, quede como mera convicción
guardada en la memoria.

3. Que la duda y el juicio crítico podrían
conducir a la esfera de lo incierto.
4. La otra cuestión es: ¿puede el hombre,
como ser volitivo, atribuirse la libertad,
o es ésta sólo una ilusión que surge en él,
porque su mirada no percibe los hilos de
la necesidad que mueven su voluntad,
como ocurre con cualquier fenómeno de la
Naturaleza?

3. Para el modo de pensar sobre el que se
basa este libro, una respuesta así sería
solamente una contestación aparente.
4. No se da una respuesta final y cerrada,
sino que se hace referencia a una región
definida de la experiencia del alma, en la que
uno puede, a través de la actividad interna
del alma misma, responder a la pregunta
vivamente una y otra vez en cualquier
momento que necesite.

5. Ningún giro artificial de pensamientos
suscita esta pregunta.
6. Viene al alma de forma bastante natural
en un estado anímico particular.

5. El verdadero punto de vista (contemplación
verdadera) de esta región le dará a quien
finalmente encuentra la esfera del alma
donde estas preguntas se revelan, ya que
es necesario para estas dos cuestiones de la
vida, de modo que él pueda, empoderado,
adentrarse más en las amplitudes y
profundidades de la enigmática vida
humana, según la necesidad y el destino le
motiven (impulsen a preguntarse).

7. Y uno puede sentir, que algo en el alma
declinaría, como debería ser, si por una
vez no se enfrentara con el más serio y
poderoso cuestionamiento posible a las
dos posibilidades: libertad o necesidad de
voluntad.
8. En este libro se mostrará que las
experiencias del alma, que el ser humano
debe descubrir a través de la segunda
pregunta, dependen de qué punto de vista

3/1
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1. Por lo tanto, parece apuntar un tipo de
conocimiento que, a través de su propia
vida interior y por la conexión de esta vida
interior con la vida entera del alma humana,
prueba su validez y utilidad.

para aquél a quien los resultados científicoespirituales atraigan.
8. Esto es: demostrar que la observación
imparcial que abarca simplemente las dos
cuestiones descritas, fundamentales para
todo conocimiento, conduce a la convicción
de que el hombre vive verdaderamente en
un mundo espiritual.

4/10
1. Esto es lo que yo pensé sobre el contenido
del libro cuando lo escribí hace veinticinco
años.

9. En este libro se intenta justificar el
conocimiento del mundo espiritual antes de
entrar en la experiencia espiritual.

2. También hoy tengo que volver a escribir
estas oraciones si quiero caracterizar el
pensamiento principal de este libro.

10. Y esta justificación se expone de tal
manera que, para encontrar aceptable lo
que aquí se dice, ya que no es necesario
hacer referencia a mis ultimas experiencias
validas, si uno es capaz o desea entrar en el
estilo particular de la escritura misma.

3. En la primera versión de entonces me
limité a no decir más que aquello que en el
sentido más estricto se relaciona con las dos
cuestiones fundamentales.
4. Si alguien se extraña de que en este libro no
se encuentre ninguna referencia al campo
de las experiencias espirituales descritas
en mis libros posteriores, debe tener
presente que no era entonces mi intención
dar una descripción de los resultados de la
investigación espiritual, sino que primero
quise poner el fundamento sobre el que
pueden basarse tales resultados.

5/5
1. Por lo tanto, me parece que este libro, por
un lado, ocupa un lugar totalmente aparte
de mis escritos esencialmente científicoespirituales; y por otro, que se halla
estrechamente vinculado con ellos.
2. Todas estas consideraciones me han
inducido ahora, después de veinticinco
años, a volver a publicar el contenido de
este libro, sin introducir casi ningún cambio
en lo esencial.

5. Esta “Filosofía de la Libertad” no contiene
ni resultados específicos de ese tipo, ni
resultados especiales de la ciencia natural;
pero lo que contiene es algo de lo que, en mi
opinión, no puede prescindir quien aspire a
construir un fundamento seguro para tales
conocimientos.

3. Sólo he añadido suplementos a un número
de capítulos.
4. Las experiencias que he tenido con
respecto a interpretaciones erróneas de
mis ideas, me llevo a publicar comentarios
exhaustivos.

6. Lo que se dice en este libro puede ser
aceptable incluso para aquellas personas
que por motivos personales no se interesan
por los resultados de mi investigación
espiritual.

5. Cambié sólo aquellos lugares donde lo
que dije hace un cuarto de siglo me parecía
dicho de manera inapropiada para el tiempo
presente.

7. Sin embargo, lo que aquí se intenta
demostrar puede ser importante también

6. (Solamente alguien mal intencionado
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lo interpretaría como un cambio en mi
convicción fundamental).
6/6
1. El libro está agotado desde hace muchos
años.
2. A pesar de que, como se desprende de
lo dicho anteriormente, me parece que
hoy debe decirse sobre los problemas
mencionados lo mismo que hace veinticinco
años, he dudado durante largo tiempo sobre
la preparación de esta nueva edición.
3. Me preguntaba una y otra vez si en ciertos
pasajes no debería discutir las numerosas
ideas filosóficas que han aparecido desde la
primera edición de este libro.
4. Pero mi dedicación a las investigaciones
puramente espirituales en los últimos
tiempos me ha impedido hacerlo en la
forma que hubiera deseado.
5. Sin embargo, me he convencido ahora,
después de una revisión más intensa de
la obra filosófica actual, de que, por muy
tentadora que sea una discusión en sí misma,
es por lo que debería decirse a través de mi
libro, no para ser incluido en el mismo.
6. Sin embargo, lo que me ha parecido
necesario decir sobre las nuevas corrientes
filosóficas, desde el punto de vista de “La
Filosofía de la Libertad”, se encuentra en el
segundo tomo de mi obra “Enigmas de la
Filosofía”.
Rudolf Steiner
Abril 1918
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Upcoming Online Workshops
For updates and registration details go to: organicthinking.org
Introduction to Rudolf Steiner's New Thinking and The Philosophy of
Freedom
Date: Saturday January 22nd, 2022, at 10:00 am Hawaii time (3pm EST).
January 22nd is a workshop introducing Rudolf Steiner’s new thinking. This
workshop is the pre-requisite for joining our twice a month study group of the
whole Philosophy of Freedom. All are welcome to join.
The meeting dates of the study group will be Saturdays 10:00 once every two
weeks. A schedule will be post on organicthinking.org.
February 5th, 19th, March 5th, 19th, and so on.

Forgiveness workshop
Saturday, February 12th, 2022 at 11:00 am Hawaii time.
Forgiveness is one the most misunderstood concepts according to Sergei
Prokoviev in his The Occult Significance of Forgiveness and Michael Ryce in his
Why is this happening to me again? We will explore the mechanics of forgiveness by redefining the term and doing exercises that release us from our personal pain.

Spiritual Sexuality: what it is and how to practice
Saturday, March 12th, 2022, at 11:00 am Hawaii time
We will cover three views of spiritual sexuality: Daoist, Barry Long, and Challenging Result of True Love Making.
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T

he O’Neil Group consists of members who have been working with George O’Neil’s
notes and suggestions as they appear in his unpublished workbooks and articles in the
Newsletter of the Anthroposophical Society, in Florin Lowndes’ Enlivening the Chakra
of the Heart and Das Erwecken des Herzdenkens, and more recently Mark Riccio’s organicthinking.org and The Logik of the Heart: the organic templates of spiritual writers, Rudolf Steiner and
the Philosophy of Freehood.
Our passion is to encourage and lead study groups of Rudolf Steiner’s basic books, such as
The Philosophy of Freedom and Theosophy, in a way that helps students master the content
and organic structure of the book, chapters, paragraphs, and sentences. We have our own
unique translations that are faithful to Steiner’s original editions, and we want to help others learn the new thinking that is necessary for our future evolution. We believe a revival of
group study will contribute to the renewal of anthroposophical institutions and help lay the
basis for a Threefold Movement.

Mission Statement
1. The O’Neil Group promotes the organic study of Rudolf Steiner’s
written works by providing accurate translations (numbered according to the German pre-1925 original texts) and diagrams of the organic
thought-forms of Steiner’s chapters, paragraphs, and sentences.
2. We offer instructions and leadership on how to host effective study
groups that help the participants master Steiner’s new thinking in such
books as The Philosophy of Freedom, Theosophy, and Knowledge of Higher Worlds and its Attainment. The work is based on the manuscripts of
George O’Neil and the publications of Florin Lowndes.
3. The O’Neil Group seeks to bring together new thinkers whose combined efforts will contribute to the foundation of a free cultural life, ultimately through activism. The main idea being that the Threefold Social
Order requires a certain threshold number of new thinkers before it can
be realized.
We accept articles about Rudolf Steiner’s new thinking, related authors
or book reviews related to heart thinking, ways to improve group study,
personal spiritual experiences as a result of heart-thinking, and threefold society.
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